WASP

West Africa seed electronic platform
West Africa Seed Information Exchange (wasix)

www.wasix.net

Objectives of theelectronic platform
 Make

available information on seed (quantities and location);
 Implement the seed community regulation;
 Encourage the experiences sharing, knowledge and research
results between different actors and different countries;
 Networking the various seed industry actors;
 Develop the seed market.

4 animation interfaces :
1.

Professional space :
 Producers

and authorized distributors connect the system to enter
their data (production forecasts, achievements, updating inventory
and sales price and location);
 Seed buyers show their interest by identifying in the platform and
express their needs in quantity and concessions price;

4 animation interfaces
The BackOffice :

2.






The Official inspection and certification Service accessed via secure
connection to record seed producers and authorized distributors; validate
or reject production data;
The West Africa Seed Committee and seed National Committees validate
the registration of a variety to catalogs and disseminate relevant data in
the context of the implementation of the regulations;
The system administrator at the CORAF/WECARD control the expressions of
interest and validate their distribution to the network of registered
producers.

4 animation interfaces :
3.

WEB To SMS service (or actors networking):






Send a SMS to the mobile of the head of the official country’s seed authority control
and an email to inform him that an update is made by a producer / distributor
whether the operation should be validated;
Send a SMS to the mobile of the administrator and an email to inform him that a
seed request is made on the platform and need to be validated;
Send a SMS to the mobile of the applicant who has expressed an interest and an
email to inform him that his application is approved;
Diffuse in broadcast an SMS and an email to all producers / authorized distributors
to inform them of the expression of a need for seed acquisition by a third party;

4 animation interfaces
4.

FrontOffice :
 Diffuse

all seed production forecast data
 Disseminate data on seed production
 Present data in tabular and map form through a geo-referencing
module;
 Allow political and economic analysis of the seed situation at
country and regional level;

www.wasix.net

Synoptic Process

Platform model

Recommandations pour l’opérationnalisation
et la pérennisation du système
 Encourage/ raise awareness of the countries, producers/distributors, to
develop responsible participation of various stakeholders in the information
system.
 Get a commitment from official seed services of the country do that they can
validate the data entered by producers et distributors
 contract with a telephone provider for the cost of communication in the web to
SMS service
 envisager de céder la plateforme à une institution pérenne de sorte que les
coûts liés à l’hébergement et aux échanges de SMS puissent être pris en
charge par cette organisation
 consider to transfer the platform to a permanent institution to support the
hosting and SMS exchange costs

PERSPECTIVES


Assist the countries to install the platform, capacity strenthening/Administrators, operators users
coaching in each country



Official launch of the platform for a good appropriation by the country and their commitment ;



Continue to enter data and the update of identified producers/amended distributors ;



With the support of WAAPP, signe a contract with a telephone provider for the levies on web to
sms service cost for the first 2 years.



Organize training sessions and buy-in of the tool at country level



Facilitate the acquisition of necessary logistical to the use of the platform (server, computer…)

